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FINRA Issues Guidance on Backtested Performance Data
Background
Issuers of structured products that reference indices with limited histories often present in their offering
documents hypothetical historical data. This “backtested” data is created by applying the index methodology to
past historical prices or levels for the index’s constituents. Many view it as particularly useful in the context of
proprietary indices, in order to help explain their potential performance in different market conditions.
Typically, when an issuer or index sponsor presents backtested data, the backtested data is accompanied by
additional disclosure that explains how the data was derived, that the data is hypothetical and not actual, and that
the backtested data cannot accurately predict future results. Generally, issuers also add risk factor disclosures
that explain that backtested data is not necessarily accurate and is not predictive of future performance. If the
index has actual historical performance results, the backtested data may be presented alongside the historical
data, with an explanation of the two time periods and any differences in the data. Although there has been only
limited guidance directly addressing the presentation of index performance, many issuers have analogized to the
types of explanations and disclosures that have been used in the past in connection with presenting historical
performance of private or publicly traded funds.
Given the prevalence of index-linked products, it is not surprising that regulators have become interested in the
types of data that are shared with investors. For example, in the Securities and Exchange Commission’s April
2012 sweep letter sent to structured products issuers (question 12), the SEC asked issuers whether they use
1
backtested data and, if so, whether the information was provided to investors and how it was presented.
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The SEC’s April 2012 sweep letter can be found at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/structurednote0412.htm.
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FINRA Guidance
On April 22, 2013, FINRA published guidance on the use of backtested, or pre-inception, index performance (“PIP data”)
in institutional communications, in the form of a letter to a distributor of certain exchange traded products distributed
exclusively to “institutional investors,” as that term is defined in FINRA Rule 2210(a)(4). The new guidance can be found
at http://www.finra.org/Industry/Regulation/Guidance/InterpretiveLetters/P246651.
FINRA’s approval of the use of PIP data in institutional communications is limited to a narrow set of circumstances, and
does not apply to retail communications, as defined in FINRA Rule 2210(a)(5). FINRA noted its historic position that the
presentation of this information to retail investors does not comply with its disclosure standards.
In requesting interpretive guidance from FINRA, ALPS Distributors, Inc. (“ALPS”) noted that their institutional customers of
publicly traded securities structured as exchange traded notes, grantor trusts and registered investment companies
(exchange traded products or “ETPs”) had requested PIP data relating to the ETPs, and that the institutional
communications containing the PIP data would not be forwarded on to retail investors.
ALPS proposed to FINRA that they use PIP data in institutional communications, as that term is defined in FINRA Rule
2210(a)(3), subject to certain limitations, including labeling the communication “for use with institutions only, not for retail
use,” using PIP data only for indices with freely available algorithmic methodologies, presenting the PIP data over at least
a ten year period and covering multiple market conditions, with the PIP data being current to the most recent quarter,
clearly labeled and dated, and separated from the actual historical data.
ALPS also represented that they would surround the PIP data with cautionary language, such as that the PIP data is
hypothetical, is based on retroactive application of the methodology, with the benefit of hindsight, and that such data
cannot account for all financial risk that may affect the actual performance of the ETP and that the actual performance of
the ETP may vary significantly from the PIP data.
In its response, FINRA agreed to the use of PIP data in communications to institutional investors in the proposed manner.
FINRA noted that, in applying suitability standards for recommendations to institutional customers, the firm “must be
careful not to give excess weight to PIP data….” To the extent that PIP data “informs the firm’s understanding of the
security and its performance characteristics, the firm must consider the correlation between PIP data and actual
performance for similar ETPs managed by the sponsor, investment adviser or index provider.”
FINRA stated that, in determining whether to use PIP data with institutional investors, firms should consider:
•

The assumptions, rules and criteria used to create the PIP data, in sufficient detail as to permit the firm to clearly
understand how the PIP data could be replicated, using readily-available market data;

•

The reputation of the entity that created the PIP data, and if the issuer of the ETP paid for creation of the model,
how any material conflicts of interest have been addressed or mitigated;

•

The conditions under which the PIP data may not be effective in predicting how the ETP may perform (e.g., very
low or high interest rate environments);

•

The source of the data used to produce the PIP data;

•

The extent to which the PIP data has been tested under varying market conditions and scenarios, based on both
an analysis of historical data and simulations or stress tests; and

•

Any reasons why the PIP data would have differed from actual performance of the ETP during the period shown
(e.g., transaction costs, market liquidity).

Conclusion
Issuers may use PIP data in institutional communications, provided that the communications are within the parameters set
forth in FINRA’s guidance. Keeping in mind suitability standards, PIP data should not be given undue weight when
making a recommendation to an institutional customer and consideration should be given to the actual performance of
similar products. In the context of this letter, FINRA reiterated its view that the use of PIP data in any retail
communications violates FINRA Rule 2210(d).
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FINRA’s Ketchum Discusses Structured Products
On April 9, 2013, Richard Ketchum, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of FINRA, delivered a speech regarding the
2
National Compliance Outreach Program for Broker-Dealers. Mr. Ketchum repeated several of FINRA’s concerns
regarding the suitability of structured products for some retail investors, such as uncertain risk-adjusted rates of return,
liquidity risk (due to the lack of an active secondary market), market risk, and the credit risk associated with issuers of the
products. To address these concerns, Mr. Ketchum advised financial advisors to discuss the following issues with retail
customers before recommending a structured product: features of the product, how it is expected to perform under
different market conditions, and the product’s risks, potential benefits, and costs (including the direct and imputed costs
clients will incur).
The speech also identified the need for financial advisors to disclose conflicts of interest with regard to the sale of
structured products to their customers. One such conflict is where a financial advisor moves to a new firm and receives a
recruitment compensation package. Under a proposed FINRA rule, when a registered person receives “enhanced
compensation” in connection with recruitment to a member firm, the recruiting firm would have to provide details of that
3
compensation to the registered person’s prior customers before taking their accounts.

Update Regarding TRACE Rule 144A Securities
In April 2013, FINRA’s Board of Governors approved a proposal to publicly disseminate 144A transactions in TRACE4
eligible securities for those asset types that are currently subject to dissemination. The decision is designed to help
market participants determine the quality of their executions and help firms to comply with their regulatory obligations. As
a next step, FINRA will submit a rule filing to the SEC for comment and approval. Currently, the TRACE system requires
reporting of Rule 144A trades, but not their public dissemination. The FINRA rules that would be amended are FINRA
Rule 6750 (Dissemination of Transaction Information) and FINRA Rule 7730 (Trade Reporting Compliance Engine
(TRACE)).
Under the amended rules, it is expected that the same dissemination caps that apply to non-Rule 144A transactions in
similar securities would be extended to Rule 144A securities. FINRA Rule 7730 also would be amended to establish a
historic Rule 144A data set, and to extend the fees that are currently in effect for similar real-time disseminated data and
historic TRACE data to the new Rule 144A data sets.
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Available at: http://www.finra.org/Newsroom/Speeches/Ketchum/P237994.
See http://www.mofo.com/files/Uploads/Images/130116-Structured-Thoughts.pdf. See also FINRA Regulatory Notice 13-02, January 2013,
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p197599.pdf.
4
A letter from Richard Ketchum to FINRA members describing the planned amendments may be found at:
http://www.finra.org/Industry/Regulation/Guidance/CommunicationstoFirms/P244913. FINRA previously sought publicly comment as to whether it
should require TRACE dissemination of Rule 144A securities in Regulatory Notice 12-39
(http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p163711.pdf).
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For more updates, follow Thinkingcapmarkets, our Twitter feed: www.twitter.com/Thinkingcapmkts.
Morrison & Foerster named Structured Products Firm of the Year, Americas, 2012 by Structured Products magazine for the
fifth time in the last seven years. See the write up at http://www.mofo.com/files/Uploads/Images/120530-Americas-Awards.pdf.
Morrison & Foerster named Best Law Firm of the Americas, 2012 by StructuredRetailProducts.com.

About Morrison & Foerster
We are Morrison & Foerster—a global firm of exceptional credentials. Our clients include some of the largest financial institutions,
investment banks, Fortune 100, technology, and life sciences companies. We’ve been included on The American Lawyer’s A-List for
nine straight years, and Fortune named us one of the “100 Best Companies to Work For.” Our lawyers are committed to achieving
innovative and business-minded results for our clients, while preserving the differences that make us stronger. This is MoFo. Visit us
at www.mofo.com. © 2013 Morrison & Foerster LLP. All rights reserved.
Because of the generality of this update, the information provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and should not be acted
upon without specific legal advice based on particular situations.
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